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l Introduction.

Local loops(1) have been treated, in the di-associative case, by Malcev
[4], and general properties of topological loops have been studied by Hof mann
[2] and others.

In the present paper, we shall show that a differentiable manifold with
an affine connection forms a local loop in a neighbourhood of each of its
points, if a product operation of two points on it is defined by means of
parallel displacement of geodesies.

Next, we shall lead the fact that in the manifold with symmetric affine
connection, if the local loop constituted at a point is left di-associative, the
curvature tensor vanishes at the point.

Moreover, we shall refer to a sufficient condition for the group of linear
transformations of tangent space induced by right inner transformations of
the local loop to coincide with the local holonomy group, at the unit element
of the local loop.

In particular, both of them really coincide with each other in reductive
homogeneous space with canonical affine connection.

The author wishes to express his hearty gratitude to Professor K. Mori-
naga for his many valuable suggestions and kind encouragement and to Mr.
K. Miyashita for his co-operation during the preparation of this paper.

2. Local Loops in Affinely Connected Spaces.

DEFINITION 1. A local loop J2(U, /) is a pair formed by a topological space
U and a continuous mapping/ of an open subset S of UxU into Z7, satisfying
the following conditions:

(a) On each of subsets Sl = Sr\({χ} x U) and S2

y=Sr\(Ux {y}\ the map-
ping / is a local homeomorphism.

The image f(χ,y) of (χ,y) e S is called the product of x and y, and denoted
by %y.

(b) There exists an element e of U such that (e, e) e S and that ey=y on

(1) See DEFINITION 1.
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S] and xe=x on S2

e. The element e is called the unit element of M(U,f).

Let M be an ra-dimensional diίferentiable(2) manifold with a differentiable
affine connection V

Let us now define the product of two points of M by using geodesies in
M, and show that a local loop is constructed in a neighbourhood of any point.
Let Tp denote the tangent space of M at a point p. We can choose a star-
shaped open neighbourhood No of the origin in Tp which is mapped diffeo-
morphically onto some open neighbourhood of p by the geodesic exponential
mapping Exp of Tp into M ( 3 ) For such No, the open neighbourhood Up=Exp
No of p is called a normal neighbourhood of p.

DEFINITION 2. A normal neighbourhood Up is said to be restricted if it
is a normal neighbourhood of each of its points.

In a restricted normal neighbourhood, any two points of it can be joined
by exactly one geodesic arc in it, and at each point p of Af, a restricted
normal neighbourhood of p can be found.

In a normal neighbourhood Up of p, let τp, q denote the parallel displace-
ment of tangent vectors at p along the geodesic arc joining p to the point q
of Up. Then, for an element Xp of Tp, the mapping

qeUp

defines a differentiable vector field X on Up, which is said to be adapted to the
tangent vector Xp e Tp.

Now, we adopt normal coordinates (u\ u2, ..., a*) with origin p on a
restricted normal neighbourhood Up in M. Let Γ)k (&\ /, Jfc=l, 2, ..., π) be the
coefficients of the affine connection V with respect to this local coordinate
system. For any two points χ = (χι, χ2, • ,#w) and y = (yί,y2, •••,/) in Up

different from p, let x(t) ( 0 < ί < ί o ) and γ(s) (O<5<5 0) be geodesic arcs
in Up joining p to the points x and y respectively, where the parameters

t and s are both affine parameters. If we put — ^ ' \ t=0 = Xι

p (i = 1, 2, .., n),
at

the coordinates of point x(t) are given by xi(t) = tXi

p. At first, it is seen that
the components of vectors X(s) = vp,y{s)(Xp) formed by parallel displacement
of the tangent vector XP = (X*P) along the geodesic y(s) are uniquely deter-
mined as the solutions X*(s) (i = l, 2, •••, n) of the following system of differ-
ential equations:

(2) In the rest of the paper, we mean by "difFerentiable" always C°°-differentiable.
(3) Helgason £12 p. 33
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satisfying the initial conditions Xi(0) = Xi

p(ί=l,2, ..., ra). These solutions
X*(s) are diίferentiable with respect to the initial values X\, Xj, - , Xp and
hence they can be regarded as differentiate functions with arguments
X , X , , X .

Next, let z{(t) (i = l, 2, ..., τι) denote the coordinates of points on the
geodesic arc z(t) (z(0)=y(so)) through the point y and tangent to the
vector X(βo).

Then, for some ί>0, they are uniquely determined in 0 < z < £ as the
solutions of the following system of differential equations:

~Tt

 = = u \h j ) k = r 1? ^j "•'> n)

satisfying the initial conditions zi(0)=yi(so) and —^

By extending this geodesic arc in Up, we provide that the geodesic z(t)
ί<ί) is maximal in C/̂  in the positive sense of t. Since £//, is a restricted
normal neighbourhood, the geodesic z(t) can be extended as long as it is
contained in Up.

For the pair O, y) (where x=x(to% we assign the point z=z(t0) if to<δ,
and denote this correspondence by fp. (See Fig.) In the case when x—p or
y=p, we define fp in the natural way as fp(p, y)=y and /̂ (Λ;, p)=χ respectively.
Thus we have the mapping fp of a subset S of Upx Up into t/̂ .

DEFINITION 3. For an ordered pair (x9 y) of points of a restricted normal
neighbourhood Up, we define the product of Λ and y by the point z=fp(x,y)
if it is determined by the mapping fp introduced above, that is, if (x, y)
belongs to S, and we denote it as z=xy.

The apparatus at p which consists of a normal neighbourhood Up and the
mapping fp defining the product of two points of Up is denoted by J2(UP, fp).

From the definition of fp, p plays a role of the unit element of J2(Up,fp\
that is, Sl= {p} x Up, S2

P= Up x {p} and px=xp=x for all x e Up.
Moreover, the above definition of the product of two points depends not
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on the choice of affine parameters t and s on those geodesies, but on parallel
displacement of geodesies. (Since the affine parameters on a geodesic are
transformed to each other by a linear transformation.)

DEFINITION 4. A local loop M(U9f) is called a differentiable local loop if
U is a diίFerentiable manifold and if the mapping / is differentiable.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a differentiable manifold with an affine connection
V. Then, at each point p of M9 j2(Up,fp) forms a differentiable local loop by
suitable choice of restricted normal neighbourhood Up.

PROOF. Let Up be a restricted normal neighbourhood of p and introduce
in Up the product mapping fp of DEFINITION 3.

Now, let (w1, M2, •••, un) be a system of normal coordinates on Up. Since
the coefficients Γ)k of v are differentiable functions on U'p, for two points x
and y of Up, the solutions z((t) of the equations (*) are differentiable with
respect to the affine parameter t and initial values y1, y2, ••-, yn X1(s0)9 X2(s0),
.., X\s0), and we have a uniquely determined set of differentiable functions

fi

p(χλ

9 χ2, •••,/; yι

9 y2, •••, yn) (£ = 1, 2, ..., Λ) such as we have the expressions

z ' ^ f f a 1 , * ? , . . . , x n ; y \ y \ . . . , y ) (ί = 1, 2, . . . , * )

whenever 2 belongs to Up. Since E7£ is open, we see t h a t t h e domain S on
which fp is defined is open in U'p x Up.

In t h e same way as above, i t is seen t h a t t h e e lement z sat i s fy ing zx—
y is uniquely d e t e r m i n e d by t h e e lements x, y € Uf

p, if such e lement z ex is ts
in Up. The point z depends differentiably on x and y in U'p. Thus, i t is
seen t h a t t he mapping fp is a local homeomorphism on S2.

Moreover, if t he re la t ion xz=y holds for t h r e e points x9 y and z in U'p,
then, in t he local coordinates, it is expressed as y^ffa1, x2, ••-, xn; z1, z2, ••,
zn\ and y(i = l9 2, ••-, n) a r e differentiable functions of x1, x2, .--, xn; z1, z2, •••, zn

s a t i s f y i n g / ; ( 0 , 0, •••, 0; z\ z2, ••-, zn) = z1' (ΐ = l , 2, ..., n). Hence we have

dy< _ 9/^(0,0, . . . O ; , 1 , , 2 , ...,**)

I t follows t h a t t h e Jacobian does not vanish when x belongs to some neigh-
bourhood Up of p contained in Up. This implies t h a t t h e point z, if i t exists,
is uniquely d e t e r m i n e d by a r b i t r a r i l y given points x and y in Up a n d i t s
coordinates z{ a r e differentiable w i t h respect to x1

9 x2, . , xn; y1, y2, , yn.
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It follows that the mapping fp is a local homeomorphism on Sι

xr\({x} x Up).
Taking a restricted normal neighbourhood as Up and restricting fp onto

it, we have a differentiate local loop j2(Up,fp). Q.E.D.

In this manner, a differentiable local loop M(Up,fp) is formed around
each point p of a differentiate manifold with an affine connection.

REMARK. In the space of distant parallelism, the differentiable local
loop M(Up,fp) obtained above forms a local group. But, in general, M(UP9fp)
is not a local group. In fact, if the curvature tensor of the affine connection
does not vanish at p, a(ab) = (aa)b does not always hold for two points a and
b in Up not contained in the same geodesic arc through p, even if a(ab) and
(aa)b are defined. (See THEOREM 2.)

However, if contained in Up, each geodesic arc through p forms a 1-
parameter local subgroup of the local loop M(UP, fp\ that is, the relation
fp(x(tι\ x(f))=x(tι + t2) holds if x(tι\ x(t2) and x(tλ + t2) belong to Up.

Furthermore, if y(t) is a geodesic arc through p, then for any x in Up the
relation fyv^ifpi*, y(h)\ y(f2))=fp(χ9 y(h + t2)) holds whenever both sides are
defined.

Now, we consider the case when the local loop £(Up,fp) is left di-associa-
tive, i.e., for two elements x, y e Up, χ(χy) = (χχ)y holds so far as both of x(xy)
and (xx)y are defined. In this case, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let M be a differentiable manifold with a symmetric affine
connection V

If a differentiable local loop j2(Up,fp) around a point p of M is left di-
associative, the curvature tensor R vanishes at p.

PROOF. Let Xp be a tangent vector at p and let X be the vector field on
Up adapted to Xp which is defined at each q e Up by the parallel displacement
τPtQ(XP) of Xp. The trajectory χ(t) of X through p is a geodesic, and the
geodesic arc through a point y in Up and tangent to Xy at y is given by y(t) =
x(t)y.

From the assumption of the theorem, we have the relation y(u+t) =
x(u+t)y=x(u) (χ(t)y). Hence we see that y(t)=Xy(t)9 that is, the geodesic arc
y(t) is the trajectory of X through y. Since y is an arbitrary point in Up, it
is seen that all trajectories of the vector field X are geodesic arcs.

Therefore we have

(1)

on Up for any adapted vector field X.
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Let X and Y be vector fields on Up adapted to the tangent vectors Xp

and Yp, respectively, then the vector field X+Y is adapted to the tangent
vector Xp + Yp and hence satisfies (1).

Then we get

(2) VχY+VγX=0 on Up.

This implies the following modification of the relation of curvature tensor
R:

(3) R(X, Y)X = VXVYX- VYVXX- Vtx, YJX

= — VxVxY — VYVXX — Vix, YI

Considering the assumption T(X, Y) = VχY—VYX— [X, 1̂11 = 0 and the relation
(2), we have

Since Y is adapted to Yp, VχY=0 holds along the trajectory x(t) of X through
p, and then we have

(4) IX, YIP = 0

and

(5)

By means of the relations (1), (4) and (5), we get the value of (3) at p as
follows:

(6) Rp(XP9 Yp)Xp = (Λ(Z, Y)X)P

= - (VxVχY)P

= 0, for all Xp, Yp in Tp.

Hence

(7) RP(XP9 YP)ZP + RP{ZP, YP)XP = 0

for all Xp, Yp and Zp in Tp.

In the space of symmetric connection, we have the identity:
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(8) RP(XP9 YP)ZP + RP(ZP, Xp) Yp + RP(YP, ZP)XP = 0

for all XP9 Yp and Zp in Tp.

By (7) and (8), we have

Rp(Xp, Yp)Zp = 0 for all Xp, Yp and Zp in Tp.

Therefore, Rp = 0 whcih is the conclusion of our theorem.

3. Group of Inner Transformations.

In a differentiate local loop M(UP9fp) which is formed around a point p
of a differentiate manifold M with an affine connection, the mapping Ra: x
->xa (a e Up) is a local homeomorphism of Up, which we shall call a right
transformation of j2(Up,fp).

If α, b and ab belong to UP9 we have R~b

1RbRa(p) = p and we see that the
mapping R~b

ιRbRa is a homeomorphism of an open neighbourhood of p onto
an open neighbourhood of p. Therefore, if all elements αί? 6, and aφj (i =
1, 2, ..., m) belong to Up, we can define a finite product R-}blRblRaiR~}b2Rb2Rai- ,
RambnfibmRam a s & local homeomorphism around p.

DEFINITION 5. Let J2(UP, fp) be a differentiable local loop around p. The
group of right inner transformations 3-(J2p) of J2(Up,fp) is defined as the
group generated by the set of local homeomorphisms {R~b

ιRbRa α, b and ab e

up}.

In a differentiable local loop j2(Up,fp), any right transformation Ra(a e Up)
is regular at each point where it is defined. Hence, if two points x and xa
belong to Up, Ra induces a linear mapping dRa of the tangent space Tx onto
the tangent space Txa.

Each element of the group 3(J2P) of right inner transformations of
Jl(J]p,fp) leaves the point p invariant and hence induces a linear transforma-
tion of tangent space Tp at p.

Let I(MP) denote the group of linear transformations of Tp induced from
&(J2P) in the above way.

In the local loop M(Up,fp\ the mapping dRb

ι*tb,ab'dRb is an isomorphism
of the tangent space Tp at p onto the tangent space Ta at any fixed point a,
whenever b and ab belong to Up. Concerning these isomorphisms we have the
following theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let Rx(x 6 Up) denote a right transformation of £(UP, fp)
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around p of M, and let vx>y (x, y 6 Up) be the parallel displacement of tangent
vectors at x along the geodesic arc joining x to γ.

Suppose that, for any point a of Up, the isomorphism dR^ot^ ab°dRb (where
b and ab e Up) of the tangent space Tp onto the tangent space Ta does not depend
on b.

Then, the group I(J2P) of linear transformations of Tp induced by right
inner transformations coincides with the local holonomy group 0P(UP) at p of
the connected open neighbourhood Up.

PROOF. Since the mapping dRb

1^vb>abodRb of Tp onto Ta does not depend
on ό, putting b=p, we have

On the other hand, for each x in Up, the equality dRx=tp.x always holds.
Hence we have

dRb°dRa =

Therefore,

Thus, we find that an element d(R~£RbRa) of I(£p) is also an element of the
holonomy group GP(UP) at p determined by the geodesic triangle in Up joining
points p, b and ab in this order.

But, arbitrary closed curve in Up at p is divided into a set of geodesic
triangles figured above. Therefore, we see that any element of the holonomy
group <ϊp(Up) is generated by elements of I(J2P) of the form dR~b

ι dRb dRa such
that a, b and ab are contained in Up. Q.E.D.

we consider a reductive homogeneous space M—G/Ή. with canonical
connection v ( 4 )

At the point π(e)=p (where e is the identity of the Lie group G and π is
the natural projection), let us constitute a differentiable local loop J2(Up,fp)
associated to v. Then all right transformations Ra(aeUp) of M(Up,fp) are

(4) Lichnerowicz [3^ P 48
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affine transformations with respect to v. Hence we have

dRb°-cp>a = τb>ab°dRb (b 6 Up)

which satisfies the assumption of the above theorem.
Therefore, we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY. At the point p = π(e) of a reductive homogeneous space M—
G/H with canonical affine connection, the group I(MP) of linear transforma-
tions of Tp induced by right inner transformations of a differentiable local
loop M(Up,fp) coincides with the local holonomy group ύp(JJp) defined on a
restricted normal neighbourhood Up of p.
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